SCHOOL SECURITY & CAMPUS SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS

- PROTECT STUDENTS AND STAFF
- DETER CRIMINAL ACTIVITY
- CAPTURE FORENSIC EVIDENCE
School Security & Campus Surveillance Solutions

Safe and nurturing environments are the necessary foundation for education. Unfortunately, security breaches in a small number of schools in the United States have educators concentrating not on teaching, but on how to make their environment safer:

“How do I make my staff and students feel secure on campus so they can focus on teaching and learning?”

“What security measures should I implement that will be the best use of my community’s money?”

“How can I ensure safety measures are followed and enhance the learning environment we are striving to create?”

The Solution: Layered Security

For most schools, the most effective plan will combine multiple layers of security. A layered solution is accomplished by using video surveillance, access control, and educating staff and students:

1. **Perimeter Security**
   Video surveillance around the perimeter of the school can act as both deterrent and early detection. Maintaining property and fences will also give the impression of a hardened target.

2. **Access Control**
   Restricted access to designated areas can ensure that intruders can never reach critical areas of the school, such as communications centers or power supplies.

3. **Training and Drills**
   Students, faculty and staff are the last line of defense. Training and unannounced drills practiced at least annually (preferably once a quarter) build confidence and reassure students that safety is being taken seriously by the school.
About Supercircuits

Supercircuits has been a partner to educational institutions since 1989. As a nationally recognized leader for innovative audio and video surveillance solutions, we have built our reputation on our ability to customize our solutions to address the unique needs of our customers.

We understand the unique challenges faced by schools, universities and educational institutions. We specialize in providing innovative security solutions that secure public and private buildings, improve overall safety and protect students, educators and the public, while securing valuable infrastructure.

Supercircuits offers a comprehensive line of integrated security solutions, including:

- **Access Control Solutions**
- **IP and Analog Security Cameras**
- **Turnkey Video Surveillance Systems**
- **HD Analog Video Surveillance**
- **Network Video Surveillance Solutions**
- **Body-worn and Fixed Hidden Cameras**
- **Digital Video Recording Devices**
- **Security Optimized Displays**
- **Mobile Surveillance Solutions**
- **Wireless Surveillance Solutions**
- **Law Enforcement Surveillance Gear**
- **Citywide Surveillance Solutions**
- **Field Surveillance Systems**
- **Interview Recording Solutions**
- **Counter Surveillance Gear**
- **GPS Tracking Devices**

What’s Inside

**Video Surveillance Solutions**
Monitor and secure your location with the latest analog, IP, and covert security cameras and turn-key video security systems.
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**Access Control Solutions**
IP-Based access control solutions from infinias™ to protect your facility. Simple. Scalable. Secure.
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**Mobile Surveillance Solutions**
Mobile DVRs and cameras to monitor bus transportation activity.
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**Consulting Services**
Need help? No problem. We can do a FREE needs analysis, from a single school to an entire district.
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Our Customers Include:

- **92%** Of Fortune 100 Companies
- **700** United States Federal Agencies
- **ALL** Branches of the Armed Forces
- **4,000+** Public and Private Education Institutions

Learn more online at [www.supercircuits.com](http://www.supercircuits.com)
Video Surveillance

The presence of video surveillance can deter criminals looking for an easy target. Video surveillance systems also expose vulnerable areas and provide video evidence after an incident has occurred.

Our Video Surveillance Solutions are Proven to:

Promote General Safety: Improve security for your students, staff, and campus personnel.

Enhance Student Experience: Reduce crowding, improve parking, and use video as an educational/training tool.

Reduce Theft and Vandalism: Deter and/or prevent internal and external theft, decrease vandalism.

Mitigate Campus Risk: Reduce likelihood and cost of defending fraudulent claims and lawsuits.

Combine video cameras with access control to monitor people entering, prevent ‘tailgating’, and prevent sharing or theft of credentials.

Live monitor hallways and classrooms and capture forensic evidence of potential threats.

Monitor public areas, such as gyms and cafeterias, where your students are most vulnerable.

Place cameras outside the school to monitor areas of critical infrastructure (these include power and backup power supplies areas, telecommunications, and network connections areas) and to identify potential threats - BEFORE they enter your facility.

We offer a full range of surveillance solutions:

» IP & Analog Video Surveillance Cameras  » Access Control and Data Integration
» Digital Video Recording Devices  » Covert Surveillance Solutions
» Complete Video Security Systems

Covert Surveillance

Covert cameras are a staple for investigators, allowing you to document activity without anyone being the wiser. Supercircuits hidden camera gear disguises are up to date, have the best technology behind them, are very difficult to identify, and are easy to use and setup quickly. The cameras inside are able to handle tough and demanding conditions such as intense lighting and low lighting, while giving you an easy, push-button solution.

TIP: Hidden cameras concealed in common objects such as thermostats, wall clocks, sprinklers and smoke detectors, are virtually undetectable and provide schools with a ‘secret weapon’ for enhanced security.

TIP: Make technical support one of your top priorities when looking for a camera supplier. Many companies can sell you a video surveillance system, but you want someone who will be there for you after the initial installation.
IP-Based Access Control

In addition to the security benefit of restricting access to areas of the school and knowing who went through a door when, access-control systems provide cost control, ease of management and convenience. When combined with a video security system, you can visually monitor individuals entering, prevent ‘tailgating’ and the sharing or theft of credentials.

Benefits of IP Access Control

IP access control technology enables you to have secure network-controlled access to physical doors at your facility. IP-based access control systems can be installed at single or numerous buildings at the same location, or around the world, and connect and communicate via your network—eliminating the need for costly control panels and ‘homerun’ wiring associated with traditional access control systems.

Cost Savings

IP-based access control eliminates the need to physically re-key doors and offers additional cost-savings with lower equipment costs (no costly control panel or multiple wiring required), and reduced installation costs (network powered with less cabling and shorter runs). Plus, it’s highly scalable enabling you to add more doors to your network as need and budget permit.

Scalability

infinias access control solutions grow with your needs and your budget. Intelli-M Access software supports an unlimited number of doors, and the Intelli-M eIDC32 Ethernet-enabled integrated door controller enables you to add additional doors to your network at any time—from a single door, to thousands.

Advantages of the infinias Solution

Infinias IP-based access control solutions include the eIDC32 door controller that features Power over Ethernet to carry data and power for the controller and peripheral door hardware, plus peer-to-peer communication to keep data flowing even if a server connection is interrupted.

Seamless integration with Active Directory

infinias Intelli-M Access software provides seamless integration with Active Directory so you can easily import your teacher and student profiles and apply the profiles to cardholders without having to manually add the profiles to each access card.

Convenient Access Scheduling

Infinias Intelli-M Access software provides convenient access management of weekly schedules and holidays. Each door controller/door supports up to 254 schedules with a Sunday-Saturday, 24-hour schedule that will repeat each week. Holiday sets allow you to create groups of days that are the exception to a schedule, allowing you to keep doors locked on holidays within a schedule.

TIP: Funnel your traffic by reducing the number of usable entrances to your school.
Mobile Surveillance

Adding a mobile DVR to your school bus fleet will give you the ability to see and hear what is going on. You can monitor location in real-time via GPS, while improving efficiency and productivity and reducing overall transportation and staffing costs.

Benefits of Mobile DVRs:

Mobile DVRs help provide schools with an extra set of eyes to monitor buses, drivers, and students, as well as tackle challenging issues like bullying, unsafe driving, vandalism and unwanted behavior.

**Real-time Tracking**
**Mobile DVRs with built-in GPS capabilities record video and enable school supervisors to track the buses’ location and monitor in real-time.**

**Real-time Alerts**
**Many mobile DVRs have notification capabilities that can send SMS texts and emails with an image attached when an incident occurs or the device is being tampered with.**

**Live Observation**
**Mobile DVRs offer standard monitoring, plus real-time live observation and 2-way audio support to get clear view of what’s happening and manage the situation instantly and remotely when notified of an incident.**

**Anti-vibration Technology**
**Mobile DVRs have anti-vibration technology to protect the device from bumps and normal movement a vehicle may endure—and ensure video quality.**

**Labor Savings**
**Some mobile DVRs can use a standard 3G or 4G wireless network or Wi-FI to send and view video, eliminating the need to manually retrieve video footage. Video files can be automatically uploaded to a designated server after a bus returns from a route—saving valuable time and money.**

*TIP:* Learn more about mobile DVRs in our blog post, “School Bus Mobile Surveillance Technology: A Versatile Tool” at supercircuits.com

Request a FREE Needs Analysis: 877.538.6592
Consulting Services

Supercircuits offers a full range of security consulting services from system design and site evaluation, to on-site training and installation assistance.

Services include:

- **System Design & Engineering Support**
  Prior to selecting a security solution, we work with you to identify specific needs for your location. Then, we customize a solution that’s right for you including optimal locations for your cameras and other surveillance equipment.

- **Installation and Project Management**
  Our security systems customers enjoy installation oversight from start to finish, managing every aspect of the job. We have an extensive nationwide network of trusted dealers who can assist you with the physical installation of your security solution.

- **System Configuration and Remote Management**
  We set up an optimized configuration for your organization, building user privileges, and provide you with system health monitoring capabilities.

- **Product Training**
  We will empower YOU with the tools and knowledge to manage and fully leverage your system now, and as you grow.

---

**Case Study**

**Denver City Schools**

**Implements infinias Intelli-M Access Control Solution to Secure Schools**

Denver City Schools needed an effective replacement for a battery-powered competitive access control solution that had fallen short of their expectations. They needed the new solution to centrally managed via a web-based interface with a more predictable power supply. Denver City Schools found the infinias Intelli-M solution through their ongoing partnership with Digital Air Control.

"An infinias Intelli-M IP-based access control solution was installed in Denver City Schools’ new field house and bus barn where they integrated access control into the overhead door systems and used long-range readers to allow busses access from drive-up gates."

Pleased with the results of their newly-installed access controls system, Denver City Schools has since installed Intelli-M in over 85 doors in the school district’s new gym complex, bringing the door count to 260 doors in over 5 buildings. They expect to have Intelli-M access installed on 1,000 doors, or more, throughout the school district.

---

**Free Needs Analysis**

Let us create the perfect security solution that meets your unique needs and specifications.

Call us at 1.877.995.2288 to begin your custom security assessment.
The Public Puts their Trust in You. You can put Your Trust in Us.

Security You Can Trust
We have a government-dedicated team of technical specialists that is comprised of law enforcement, public sector and military veterans that understand the specific needs and challenges of the education sector. Our technical experts have in-depth knowledge of the security gear and how to effectively deploy security solutions that address your surveillance needs and deliver proven results.

Cost-Effective Solutions That Fit Your Budget
Supercircuits provides best-pricing and discounts that help you maximize your budget and create economical security solutions for your school or campus.

Let us create the perfect security solution that meets your unique needs and specifications.
Call us at 1.877.995.2288 to begin your custom security assessment.

GSA Discounts
Supercircuits is a pre-approved, federally qualified GSA Schedule holder, enabling us to offer value-added solutions to federal agencies through the GSA schedule.
We Accept GSA SmartPay®!

Department of Information Resources (DIR) Contracts
Supercircuits has a dedicated, capable team of experts who understand the needs of the public sector and will help navigate budget, approvals, and delivery.

Innovative Security Solutions
Supercircuits offers innovative, comprehensive security solutions for schools and campuses—from integrated video surveillance, mobile and wireless security solutions; to access control and emergency response solutions. Each solution is designed to provide schools, educational facilities and campuses with the needed equipment for true peace of mind security.

Security Solutions Designed for Your Location
Choosing the right security solution for your school or university can be challenging. Supercircuits’ dedicated team of security experts provides remote and on-site consultation to evaluate your location and determine needs. A site evaluation saves you time, and eliminates risk by pinpointing your specific location needs and providing an effective solution.

TRUSTED VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS. UNPARALLELED CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.